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modern interpretation fc>f Christianity, which, perhaps
wrongly,is very uncongenial to me; also Matthew Arnold's
dear Note-Books, which always move and help me.
March 25. Read Alfred Lyttelton's life—admirably
done by D.D.1—and felt really inspired as well as shamed
by it, and, of course, most of all made happy by the sheer
pleasure of reading about Alfred*
May 7. At dinner I talked to	about Swinburne,
whom he knew; he was a little in that Arts Club set. He
told me Swinburne's quarrel with the Committee was due
to the fact not only that he was too constantly drunk there
but that on the final occasion, being drunk and not able
to find his hat, he tried others, and as each proved too
small for his enormous head he threw it wrathfully on the
ground and stamped on it—which naturally brought some
complaints to the Committee next day. He complained
that Gosse (in his life) had given nothing of Swinburne's
humour, much of which indeed was not very printable,
though essentially harmless enough—as his invention
about Queen Victoria's confessing, in French for some
reason, presumably because A.C.S. liked talking French—
to the Duchess of Kent her unfortunate lapse from virtue.
" Ce n'etait fas un prince; ce n'etait fas un milord, ni
meme Sir R. PeeL Cetait un miserable du peuple, en
nomme Wordsworth, qui m'a recit£ des vers de son Excur-
sion d'une sensualize si chaleureuse quails m'ont ebranlee—
et je suis tombee" I quote from memory, very likely
not	*s words.   He said he remembered Swinburne,
for all his paganism, breaking out when someone implied
that no one but a fool could be a Christian, and pointing
to the absurdity of such a remark when you had before
you such men as Newman and Browning. Yet in one of
his Essays I remember he urges, very justly I think, that
the Grammar of Assent establishes atheism by a
rational process and restores faith by an irrational one—or
words to that effect.
1 Mrs, Alfred Lyttelton, aow Dame Edith Lyttelton, C.B.B.

